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Abstract. The radiative role of ice clouds in the atmosphere

is known to be important, but uncertainties remain concern-

ing the magnitude and net effects. However, through mea-

surements of the microphysical properties of cirrus clouds,

we can better characterize them, which can ultimately al-

low for their radiative properties to be more accurately ascer-

tained. Recently, two types of cirrus clouds differing by for-

mation mechanism and microphysical properties have been

classified – in situ and liquid origin cirrus. In this study,

we present observational evidence to show that two dis-

tinct types of cirrus do exist. Airborne, in situ measurements

of cloud ice water content (IWC), ice crystal concentration

(Nice), and ice crystal size from the 2014 ML-CIRRUS cam-

paign provide cloud samples that have been divided accord-

ing to their origin type. The key features that set liquid ori-

gin cirrus apart from the in situ origin cirrus are higher fre-

quencies of high IWC (> 100 ppmv), higher Nice values,

and larger ice crystals. A vertical distribution of Nice shows

that the in situ origin cirrus clouds exhibit a median value of

around 0.1 cm−3, while the liquid origin concentrations are

slightly, but notably higher. The median sizes of the crys-

tals contributing the most mass are less than 200 µm for in

situ origin cirrus, with some of the largest crystals reach-

ing 550 µm in size. The liquid origin cirrus, on the other

hand, were observed to have median diameters greater than

200 µm, and crystals that were up to 750 µm. An examination

of these characteristics in relation to each other and their re-

lationship to temperature provides strong evidence that these

differences arise from the dynamics and conditions in which

the ice crystals formed. Additionally, the existence of these

two groups in cirrus cloud populations may explain why a bi-

modal distribution in the IWC-temperature relationship has

been observed. We hypothesize that the low IWC mode is

the result of in situ origin cirrus and the high IWC mode is

the result of liquid origin cirrus.

1 Introduction

Though difficulties and uncertainties associated with measur-

ing and parameterizing cirrus cloud properties and the com-

plex processes involved exist, the fact that cirrus clouds are

a key component in the Earth’s radiative budget is well es-

tablished. Numerous studies have demonstrated the intricate

details involved in putting together a complete and accurate

portrayal of the radiative properties of cirrus clouds. For ex-

ample, analyses have reported on the sensitivity to ice crystal

sizes, shapes, and concentrations, cloud top height, optical

depth, etc. and how these factors change within and between

regions of the globe, (e.g., Stephens et al., 1990; Jensen

et al., 1994; Heymsfield and McFarquhar, 1996; Zhang et al.,

1999). Furthermore, recent studies, such as that from Joos

et al. (2014), and references therein, highlight the intricacies

of representing cirrus clouds accurately in simulations and

reveal that this issue leads to questions in regard to the radia-

tive role of cirrus clouds in the present and future climate.
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In situ observations and subsequent analyses of cirrus mi-

crophysical properties such as ice water content (IWC), ice

crystal concentration (Nice), and ice crystal size contribute to

the construction of a more accurate characterization of cir-

rus clouds by providing values that are the basis for creating

and validating parameterizations developed for general cir-

culation models (GCMs). These three properties are found

to vary naturally over several orders of magnitude (Luebke

et al., 2013; Schiller et al., 2008; Krämer et al., 2009; Law-

son et al., 2010; Heymsfield et al., 2013); therefore it is more

reasonable and useful to explore them in the context of their

relationship to other environmental variables (e.g., tempera-

ture). This in turn allows us to infer other information such

as the mechanism of ice crystal formation and growth and go

on to develop classifications of cirrus clouds based on these

relationships.

An analysis of a large database of cirrus data from Lue-

bke et al. (2013) showed that there is a bimodal frequency

distribution of IWC as a function of temperature. They hy-

pothesized that the two modes are representative of the two

formation pathways of cirrus ice crystals, homogeneous and

heterogeneous ice nucleation. Both modes are observed over

the complete cirrus temperature range, and the peak values of

the modes increase with temperature. Furthermore, the low

and high IWC modes correspond to respective Nice. While

that study points to differences in nucleation pathways as

being the key to understanding these bi-modalities, studies

like Muhlbauer et al. (2014) suggest that differences in larger

scale dynamics are the important factor. Their study reported

that two populations of ice crystals were observed in parti-

cle size distributions (PSDs) from the Small Particles in Cir-

rus (SPARTICUS) campaign. They found a narrow small-

particle mode and a broader large-particle mode (separated

by a level area in the distribution, usually between about

40 and 100 µm). However, this bimodality was not consis-

tently evident. Further, they found that subtropical and anvil

cirrus types were more likely to display a bimodal PSD,

while ridge-crest and frontal cirrus PSDs were more typically

monomodal. An analysis of other microphysical properties

also demonstrated strong ties to the large-scale dynamics of

the environment in which they were observed.

A scan of the literature surrounding cirrus clouds shows

that classification schemes based on large-scale dynamics

or meteorology are commonly used, (e.g., Sassen, 2002;

Heymsfield et al., 2002; Lynch et al., 2002; Muhlbauer et al.,

2014; Jackson et al., 2015). Typically, the cirrus clouds are

classified as “synoptic” or “convective”, or they are classi-

fied based on more specific meteorology. However, Krämer

et al. (2016) has recently proposed new definitions for a cir-

rus classification scheme based on the origin of the ice crys-

tals – in situ and liquid origin cirrus clouds. The details of

this scheme are further discussed in Sect. 2.

Briefly, in Krämer et al. (2016), various cirrus production

and development scenarios are discussed. These scenarios

are explored through extensive and detailed modeling work

from a microphysics box model, MAID (Model for Aerosol

and Ice Dynamics), and compared to in situ observations

from several airborne campaigns. However, the frequently

observed high IWC values in combination with high Nice are

not represented in the model simulations, thus indicating that

“classic” cirrus microphysics does not lead to such condi-

tions. One feature that is not included in the MAID model

is the possibility for preexisting ice. Preexisting ice means

that the ice crystals are formed in the mixed-phase regime at

warmer temperatures (T > 235 K), but are eventually incor-

porated into a cirrus cloud where they contribute to the over-

all microphysics. This pathway could lead to a cirrus cloud

that contains many large ice crystals and thus the high IWC

values, particularly if the crystals first developed in an envi-

ronment that allows them to grow larger.

The analysis presented here follows from Krämer et al.

(2016) by using observational evidence to further explore and

explain the two distinct types of cirrus proposed – in situ and

liquid origin cirrus clouds. Krämer et al. (2016) used model

results and a more broad campaign-case method to introduce

this concept. The following study seeks to demonstrate the

existence of these two cirrus cloud types by delving more

deeply into how the microphysical properties differ from one

type to the other. Specifically, we focus on IWC, Nice, and

ice crystal size. This is especially important for fully under-

standing cirrus clouds and how they should be properly rep-

resented in modeling scenarios as changes in microphysical

properties will affect the radiative properties of cirrus clouds,

both locally and globally.

2 Cirrus cloud origins

Cirrus analyses often categorize naturally occurring, non-

aviation-induced cirrus clouds into two groups based on the

meteorology associated with their development. However,

the recent study from Krämer et al. (2016) introduced an up-

dated classification of these two types, which instead refers

to their origin – in situ and liquid. This classification is based

on (i) the formation mechanism of the cloud particles (di-

rectly as ice or frozen liquid droplets), and is therefore tied

to a temperature threshold of −38 ◦C, below which liquid

water drops do not exist, and, (ii) the vertical velocity, which

determines the thickness of the cirrus. By default, a meteo-

rological classification is also embedded within this scheme,

but with some modification. This is discussed at the end of

this section.

Cirrus clouds whose ice crystals have formed and grown

within an ice cloud only environment are referred to as in

situ origin cirrus clouds. These clouds form via heteroge-

neous and homogeneous ice nucleation whereby an air par-

cel rises and cools to a point at which a freezing threshold

(i.e., the supersaturation with respect to ice needed to initiate

nucleation) is crossed, and ice crystals can form and con-

tinue to grow as conditions allow. The freezing threshold is
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Figure 1. Schematic of the basic mechanism surrounding in situ origin cirrus (left) and liquid origin cirrus (right). Each scenario illustrates

the movement of air and/or cloud particles from their origin to a cirrus cloud. Left panel (in situ origin): the “freezing threshold” indicates

where heterogeneous and/or homogeneous ice nucleation takes place and cirrus development begins. Right panel (liquid origin): the cloud

particles first form in the mixed-phase region of the atmosphere and become ice through heterogeneous or homogeneous drop freezing. After

crossing the 235 K threshold, liquid water no longer exists, which indicates the boundary of the cirrus region of the atmosphere.

determined with respect to ice nuclei in the case of heteroge-

neous ice nucleation or with respect to supercooled solution

particles in the case of homogeneous ice nucleation. Homo-

geneous ice nucleation refers to the process by which super-

cooled particles in solution freeze. This development process

is illustrated simply in the schematic shown in Fig. 1, left. In

situ origin cirrus clouds may also be observed in the form of

fall streaks, i.e., where large ice crystals have sedimented to

lower altitudes/higher temperatures. However, this phenom-

ena was not observed in the data set used for this analysis.

Cirrus clouds whose ice crystals originally formed as liq-

uid drops lower in the atmosphere (T > 235 K), which sub-

sequently froze while being lifted into the cirrus tempera-

ture region of the atmosphere, are referred to as liquid ori-

gin cirrus clouds (Fig. 1, right). This difference is impor-

tant because liquid and mixed-phase clouds develop and are

controlled by different microphysical processes, such as the

mechanism described by the Köhler equation, than those

found in ice-only atmospheric environments. These warmer

clouds exist in a regime that supplies a greater amount of

water vapor for cloud particle formation and growth. Fur-

thermore, the population of effective cloud condensation nu-

clei (CCN) can result in clouds with many liquid cloud parti-

cles. Heterogeneous drop freezing will be triggered in those

particles containing an insoluble ice nucleus. Homogeneous

drop freezing, which is something different from the homo-

geneous ice nucleation of aerosol particles in solution dis-

cussed in the previous paragraph, is also possible but will

only occur at −38 ◦C if supercooled liquid water droplets

still remain. These conditions also allow for other growth

mechanisms, such as aggregation and riming, that are not al-

ways seen in the cirrus environment. Aggregation and rim-

ing can be important processes in liquid origin cirrus clouds,

but mainly at higher vertical velocities (i.e., in strong con-

vection). As shown in Fig. 1, we suggest that if the vertical

motion is strong enough, any existing ice crystals or liquid

droplets can also be lifted into the cirrus environment. Any

ice crystals or frozen liquid drops observed within this space

would then be identified as a cirrus cloud, regardless of their

origin. Additionally, liquid origin cirrus clouds can be con-

nected to in situ origin cirrus clouds. If the conditions allow

for it (i.e., if the supersaturation reaches the homogeneous

ice nucleation threshold), further ice nucleation events pro-

ducing small ice crystals may take place in addition to the

existing, large liquid origin cirrus crystals. The liquid ori-

gin cirrus type is where convective cirrus is classified. Warm

conveyor belt cirrus and, in some cases, lee-wave-induced

cirrus are also good candidates for inclusion in this category

because they can involve a lifting of clouds to T <−38 ◦C.

Though this classification is based on the ice crystal origin,

it can also be compared to categorization based on meteorol-

ogy. For example, as noted in the introduction, Muhlbauer

et al. (2014) classify observations from the SPARTICUS

campaign into groups such as ridge-crest, frontal, subtropi-

cal jet stream, and anvil cirrus. Krämer et al. (2016) explain

that ridge-crest cirrus is comparable to in situ origin cirrus

in a fast updraft case, while frontal, subtropical jet stream,

and anvil cirrus fit into the liquid origin category and rep-

resent both slow and fast updraft cases. As discussed more

thoroughly therein, this is further supported by observational

similarities and differences between SPARTICUS and the

campaigns (including ML-CIRRUS) used by Krämer et al.

(2016) for their analysis.

3 ML-CIRRUS 2014

The primary data set used for this study comes from the re-

cent ML-CIRRUS campaign, which took place in the spring

of 2014. The campaign was based out of Oberpfaffenhofen,

Germany using the HALO aircraft and comprises 16 flights

in total covering various locations over the European conti-

nent (Voigt et al., 2016). Only 13 flights are used in the anal-
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ysis presented here. The remaining three flights have been

excluded from our analysis because they were aimed at sam-

pling pure contrail/aviation-induced cirrus or liquid clouds.

3.1 Measurement of ice crystal properties:

NIXE-CAPS particle spectrometer

3.1.1 Instrument description

The instrument used in this study is a version of the Cloud

Aerosol and Precipitation Spectrometer (CAPS) that was

developed in 2001 to measure the properties of cloud and

aerosol particles (Baumgardner et al., 2001). The CAPS is

a combination probe that integrates two techniques for mea-

suring the particle size distribution (PSD): the PSD of parti-

cles 0.6 to 50 µm in diameter is measured with the Cloud and

Aerosol Spectrometer (CAS) using light scattered from indi-

vidual particles that pass through a focused laser beam. For

measurements of particles 15–937 µm in diameter, the Cloud

Imaging Probe (CIP), which utilizes the optical array probe

(OAP) technique, is used. The new version of CAPS, op-

erated by Forschungszentrum Jülich, is called NIXE-CAPS

(Novel Ice Experiment–CAPS) and is described in more de-

tail by Meyer (2012).

The improved features of the new instrument are briefly

described here. Both the CAS and CIP are now equipped

with the “particle-by-particle” option, meaning each particle

is recorded with its own time stamp. This option makes a par-

ticle interarrival time analysis, and therefore the removal of

most shattered ice crystal fragments, possible (Field et al.,

2006). Additionally, the CIP has been upgraded to imag-

ing at a higher resolution with three gray-scale levels (CIP-

Grayscale), which improves the discrimination of out of fo-

cus particles.

The CAS has undergone several modifications as well.

Firstly, the inlet tube, which originally had a stepped, slight

expansion, has been replaced by a completely straight tube to

ensure that the velocity in the inlet equals the aircraft speed

so that the particles are sampled nearly isokinetically. Sec-

ondly, the entry of the CAS inlet tube has been sharpened to

a knife edge to minimize the area susceptible to shattering of

ice particles. Lastly, a new detector was implemented that al-

lows the separation of spherical from non-spherical (aspher-

ical) shapes (CAS-DPOL). Briefly, it measures the intensity

of the parallel and perpendicularly polarized components of

the scattered light caused by single atmospheric particles (see

Baumgardner et al., 2014, for more details).

In addition to the instrument improvements, a data pro-

cessing library (NIXE-Lib) was developed for fast and pre-

cise simultaneous data analysis of the NIXE-CAPS mea-

surements, which has been described in Meyer (2012).

A flowchart of the NIXE-Lib is shown in Fig. 2, where

all subsequent standard data processing procedures are dis-

played, including time synchronization of the measurements,

velocity correction, corrections of particle counts, particle

sizing (Dp: optical equivalent diameter for CAS-DPOL, area

equivalent diameter for CIP-Grayscale), interarrival time

analysis, and finally, calculation of the particle concentra-

tions (dN : particle concentration per size bin, Ntot: total am-

bient particle concentration; the true air speed (TAS) is used

for the calculations), and the PSDs (dN/dlogDp) for CAS-

DPOL and CIP-Grayscale.

The sphericity classification is performed for the size

range 3–50 µm by using the polarization channel of the CAS-

DPOL (to be discussed further in an upcoming analysis) and

for sizes 70–240 µm from CIP-Grayscale measurements us-

ing the habit identification algorithm of Korolev and Suss-

man (2000).

As a last step, the PSDs of CAS-DPOL and CIP-Grayscale

are merged into a single PSD covering the range of 0.6 to

937 µm. Henceforth, the size bins up to 20 µm are taken from

the CAS-DPOL and those larger than 20 µm from the CIP-

Grayscale. This threshold is used since the CIP-Grayscale

has a larger sampling volume than the CAS-DPOL, thus pro-

viding better particle sampling statistics. Particles larger than

3 µm in diameter are classified as cloud, while the smaller

particles are considered aerosols. Thus, for this analysis, par-

ticles in the size range 3–937 µm are used. According to

Meyer (2012), the uncertainties associated with the parti-

cle concentration for the NIXE-CAPS sum up to a total of

±20 %. However, as noted by Jackson et al. (2015), though

ice crystals ofD< 60 µm are a significant ice crystal popula-

tion, they also contain the largest uncertainty in a given PSD.

This also holds true for the data presented in this analysis.

3.1.2 IWC from NIXE-CAPS measurements

During ML-CIRRUS 2014, the IWC was derived from the

PSD information from NIXE-CAPS by integrating the parti-

cle mass in each size bin. The mass-dimension relation that

we used for the different sizes is based on Mitchell et al.

(2010) since it was developed using a good agreement be-

tween aircraft measurements (during the Tropical Composi-

tion, Cloud and Climate Coupling mission, TC4). Namely,

this IWC derivation comes from PSD measurements using

another type of optical array probe, 2D-S (with interarrival

time correction to remove shattered particles), and simulta-

neous measurements with a CVI (Counterflow Virtual Im-

pactor). The Mitchell et al. (2010) relationship is

m= a ·Db, (1)

where m is ice particle mass in mg and

a = 0.082740, b = 2.814 for D < 240µm

a = 0.001902, b = 1.802 for D > 240µm.

As shown in Fig. 3, we modified the relationship for ice crys-

tals with D < 240 µm so that

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 5793–5809, 2016 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/5793/2016/
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Figure 2. Flowchart of the NIXE-CAPS data processing library, NIXE-Lib. The data first undergoes time synchronization and velocity

correction. It continues into various corrections of particle counts and sizing. The final steps produce a particle concentration for CAS-DPOL

and CIP-Grayscale, respectively. SODA: a software program developed at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in Boulder,

Colorado, USA. This program is embedded in the NIXE-Lib. See Meyer (2012) for more details.

for D < 10µm crystals are spheres

for D = 10–240 µm a = 0.058, b = 2.7

for D > 240µm a = 0.001902, b = 1.802.

This modification is derived from an inspection of the

sphericity of the ice crystals (see previous section), which

shows that there are many spherical ice particles present dur-

ing the campaign, especially at the smaller sizes. Also, the

confidence in using such a relationship has recently been

discussed in the new, extensive analysis from Erfani and

Mitchell (2016) where they provide observation based m-D

relationships and demonstrate that the relationship is nearly

independent of cirrus type.

3.1.3 Nice and Rice from NIXE-CAPS measurements

Nice and mass mean radius (Rice) observations for this analy-

sis also come from the NIXE-CAPS. Rice in µm is calculated

with

Rice = 1e4
· (

1 · e−6IWC

Nice

·
3

4πρ
)1/3, (2)

where IWC is in mgm−3, Nice is in cm−3, and ρ is

0.92 gcm−3. Note that Rice is only discussed in Sect. 4.2 and

is used for consistency in a discussion that includes a figure

taken directly from Krämer et al. (2016). Elsewhere in the

paper, ice crystal sizes are referred to in diameter.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/5793/2016/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 5793–5809, 2016
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Figure 3. m–D relationship for spheres (black) and cirrus cloud

particles (blue), as in Mitchell et al. (2010), and the modified rela-

tionship for this analysis (turquoise).

3.1.4 Modal mass diameter

The primary ice crystal size variable used in this analysis is

modal mass diameter (Dice, mode). This variable is calculated

by considering the observed ice crystal size distribution for

each time step. The mass in each size bin is calculated using

the modified Mitchell et al. (2010) relationship discussed in

Sect. 3.1.2. Then, the bin size where the maximum amount of

mass is located is determined to be the modal mass size. It is

worth considering this variable in addition to the traditionally

used size variables, such as Rice, because we are interested

in visualizing large particles and determining whether those

particles are in fact related to very high IWC values.

3.2 Origin classification

In order to categorize each ML-CIRRUS flight, or flight seg-

ment when appropriate, by origin type, information from the

CLaMS-Ice model was used. A detailed description of the

model, including a validation study and comparison between

model and in situ data, will take place in an additional anal-

ysis, but is briefly discussed here. The Chemical Lagrangian

Model of the Stratosphere (CLaMS; McKenna et al., 2002;

Konopka et al., 2007) performs a back trajectory analysis

using location information from the aircraft along the flight

path (time, location) and ECMWF operational analysis data.

The trajectories are performed over a time frame specified by

the operator. Next, the CLaMS-Ice model is run in the for-

ward direction and uses the two-moment box-model devel-

oped by Spichtinger and Gierens (2009a) to simulate cirrus

cloud development. This modeling scheme only considers

the trajectories that end at T < 238 K. If a part of the trajec-

tory existed at T > 238 K before crossing into the colder cir-

rus environment, then it is possible for the forward model to

be initialized with preexisting ice from mixed-phase clouds,

if present. Whether or not preexisting ice exists is determined

by the IWC values found in the ECMWF data.

The resulting simulated clouds show a clear difference be-

tween the two origins. An example of each origin type is

shown in Fig. 4. The flights from 7 and 11 April were cho-

sen to represent in situ and liquid origin clouds, respectively.

The figure illustrates the location of the aircraft in terms of

the distance flown and pressure, and is marked with a solid

black line to form a flight track. The simulated clouds are de-

picted in a curtain format using the IWC values calculated by

CLaMS-Ice at each point along the flight track. Grey areas

appear for T > 238 K. The liquid origin cirrus clouds (top)

are found at lower altitudes (higher pressures) and exhibit

a very high IWC (on the order of 100 ppmv) consistently

throughout the base of the cloud. They are easily identified

by eye due to the bright orange colors. On the other hand,

the in situ origin clouds (bottom) are found at higher alti-

tudes. The simulations show a more cellular appearance to

the cloud structure and IWC values that are lower than their

liquid origin counterparts. These clouds are also observed on

top or to the sides of the liquid origin cirrus, which is also

illustrated by the 11 April flight in Fig. 4.

We were able to use this information along each of the

flight tracks to determine whether the flight or individ-

ual flight segments represent in situ or liquid origin cirrus.

Flights and flight segments were then divided accordingly.

Temperature criteria were also applied to the classification.

For the in situ origin cases, only cirrus sampled at T < 235 K

are considered. Clouds warmer than this temperature are

likely to be influenced by mixed-phase cloud microphysics.

Thus, for the liquid origin cases, the temperature range is

extended to capture that influence, and ice-only clouds at

T < 250 K are considered. Clouds above that temperature

threshold are likely to be mixed-phase (containing both ice

and liquid) and were not used in this analysis. Additionally,

Nice information from NIXE-CAPS was considered to aid us

in determining in-cloud flight segments and for visualizing

characteristics of the clouds that were sampled.

The classification scheme was also validated using a dif-

ferent method based only on the trajectory information from

the CLaMS model and without the visual cues like those

shown in Fig. 4. A trajectory is classified as liquid origin if

(1) it contains ice at the beginning of the trajectory that does

not dissipate before reaching the flight path, (2) if the first

valid temperature of the trajectory is warmer than 235 K, and

(3) if the flight path at the time of observation is at a higher

altitude than the 500 hPa level. The trajectories classified as

in situ must satisfy one of the following criteria: the trajec-

tory does not contain ice water at the beginning, or if it does,

it must first appear at a temperature colder than 235 K or must

evaporate before the trajectory reaches the flight path if it be-

gan at a temperature warmer than 235 K. Good agreement

was observed between the classification used in this analy-

sis and the trajectory-based scheme. This demonstrates the

robustness of our classification.

Seven flights were found to contain in situ origin cirrus

only and two flights contain liquid origin cirrus only. Four

flights contain a combination of both origin categories and

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 5793–5809, 2016 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/5793/2016/
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Figure 4. Examples of CLaMS-Ice simulations from ML-CIRRUS showing a liquid origin cloud sample (top) from the 11 April flight and

an in situ origin sample (bottom) from the 7 April flight. The flight path is illustrated by the black line and represents the pressure at which

the aircraft was flying (y axis) and the distance since take-off (x axis). The colors in each plot represent the simulated IWC (orange: high

IWC, blue: low IWC). Grey areas indicate T > 238 K and do not contain simulated clouds.

have therefore been divided into respective segments. This

information is listed in Table 1.

4 Microphysical properties of in situ and liquid

origin cirrus

4.1 IWC differences

As stated in the introduction, our work until this point has

focused primarily on the relationship between IWC and tem-

perature. Thus, our first impressions of the ML-CIRRUS data

set are also based on the observations of this relationship

that were collected during this campaign. This is shown in

Fig. 5 (in both ppmv and gm−3) and includes 15 flights

from ML-CIRRUS (the excluded flight does not contain data

from NIXE-CAPS). The most frequently observed IWC val-

ues (darker colors in Fig. 5) as a function of temperature are

generally found along the “core median” fit line, which was

calculated based on the larger climatological data set found

in Schiller et al. (2008). Also notable are the high IWC val-

ues (> 100 ppmv, or approximately > 0.05 gm−3) that were

observed.

In comparison to another midlatitude data set, such as

SPARTICUS, the most frequent values from ML-CIRRUS

appear low. The range of IWC values found in SPARTICUS

are between 0.001 and 0.4 gm−3 (Muhlbauer et al., 2014),

while the values from ML-CIRRUS are found in a larger

Table 1. ML-CIRRUS flight dates and respective origin categoriza-

tion. Classification as “combination” means that both in situ and

liquid origin cirrus were observed. Some days contain more than

one flight.

Date Origin category

19 Mar In situ

21 Mar In situ

22 Mar (1) Liquid

22 Mar (2) Liquid

26 Mar In situ

27 Mar Combination

29 Mar Combination

1 Apr In situ

3 Apr In situ

7 Apr In situ

11 Apr (1) Combination

11 Apr (2) Combination

13 Apr In situ

range between 10−5
− 0.2 gm−3. As a result, the definition

of what is considered “low” and “high” IWC is different

between our study and others. However, when the meteo-

rology that was encountered during each campaign is con-

sidered, the reasons for differing IWC ranges is explained.

The ML-CIRRUS data set does not contain the higher IWC

values associated with anvil cirrus, while the SPARTICUS
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Figure 5. The frequency of IWC observations as a function of temperature for 15 flights from the ML-CIRRUS campaign. IWC is plotted

in 1 K temperature bins and is show in ppmv (top) and gm−3 (bottom). The core max, median, and core min lines (black) are from Schiller

et al. (2008).

data set does not include observations of in situ origin cir-

rus in slow updrafts, which contributes the low IWC val-

ues (< 0.001 gm−3). This is more thoroughly discussed in

Krämer et al. (2016).

To explore the differences between these two cirrus types

(in situ and liquid origin), we also begin with IWC as a func-

tion of temperature. As seen in Fig. 6, it is already possible

to see that our hypothesis concerning the difference in IWC

magnitude between the two origins can be demonstrated. Not

only are the higher IWC values sorted into the liquid origin

cirrus category, but the distribution is also different. As il-

lustrated by the distribution relative to the median line, the

most frequent IWC values found in liquid origin cirrus are

higher than those observed in the in situ origin cirrus clouds.

The next sections take a more detailed look at how the mi-

crophysics of the two cirrus types differ, the mechanisms that

can potentially explain those differences, and underscore that

two distinct cirrus types do indeed exist.

4.2 IWC, Nice, and Rice

While IWC, Nice, and Rice are often investigated individu-

ally, this analysis considers all three variables together, as

shown in Fig. 7a and b. This representation was first used in

Krämer et al. (2016), and Fig. 7a comes directly from their

article. The plots showNice as a function of Rice with the col-

ors representing IWC. The black lines in the plot also denote

IWC, but represent a value that is calculated using Eq. (2).

Comparing the plots side by side, one of the most obvious

differences is once again (as in Fig. 6) that the highest IWC

values are found in the liquid origin cirrus. Also, the high

IWCs occur in combination with higher Nice values than in

the in situ origin cirrus, which is a key indicator of liquid

origin cirrus. Additionally, the Rice values observed in the

liquid origin cirrus cases occasionally exceed 100 µm in ra-

dius, while the Rice values in the in situ origin cirrus cases

begin to taper off above approximately 75 µm in radius.

Another feature that should be noted is the high Nice val-

ues at small Rice and low IWC values that are exhibited in

the in situ origin panel. These data are likely to be the re-

sult of aviation-induced cirrus (see also Krämer et al., 2016).

Although they are also ice clouds, aviation-induced cirrus

clouds (or contrails) develop in different environmental con-

ditions than naturally occurring cirrus clouds and display

different microphysical properties as a result. This includes

lower IWC values, high Nice, and quite small ice crystals be-

tween about 10 and 20 µm in diameter. For that reason, it is

more appropriate to consider and analyze this type of cirrus
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Figure 6. The frequency of IWC observations as a function of temperature. IWC is plotted in 1 K temperature bins for in situ origin (top)

and liquid origin (bottom) data. The core max, median, and core min lines (black) are from Schiller et al. (2008).

separately. In the study presented here, aviation-induced cir-

rus were not filtered out due to the complexities of doing so,

particularly since contrails are often embedded within natu-

rally occurring cirrus. However, within the NIXE-CAPS ice

crystal data set, there are some instances in which we can

observe a strong contrail signal occurring during flight legs

around 210 K, which is the average temperature at the cruis-

ing altitude for commercial aircraft in the midlatitudes. Thus,

we have an indication of which flights are more representa-

tive of aviation-induced cirrus as well as how the microphys-

ical properties of those segments appear. Any strong features

resembling those found in aviation-induced cirrus should be

explored with some amount of caution as they may be the

result of contrail samples.

From Fig. 7a and b alone it is difficult to say anything

about the frequency with which these observations have oc-

curred. For this purpose, we can look at Fig. 7c and d. The

same information from Fig. 7a and b is presented regarding

Nice and Rice, except the colors represent the frequency of

observation instead of IWC. However, the IWC information

is not completely lost as the IWC lines provide a rough in-

dication of the expected IWC. Here, the differences between

these two cirrus types become more clear. Not only are the

upper bounds of IWC and Rice reaching higher and larger

values, respectively, in the liquid origin case, but the overall

distribution is shifted to higher IWC, Nice, and Rice values in

terms of where the highest frequency observations are occur-

ring. For example, the most frequently observed IWC for in

situ origin cirrus are 1–10 ppmv, while the most common liq-

uid origin cirrus IWCs lie between 10 and 100 ppmv. Also,

for the same Nice value, Rice values are shifted to larger sizes

in the liquid origin cirrus relative to the values in the in situ

origin cirrus.
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Figure 7.Nice as a function of Rice sorted by observed IWC. The solid black lines in all panels represent IWC levels as calculated by Eq. (2).

(a, b) The colors indicate the IWC (in ppmv) that were observed for each observed Nice–Rice combination. (c, d) The colors indicate the

frequency of observation for eachNice–Rice combination. The cutoff at small Rice andNice < 0.03 cm−3 represents the lowerNice detection

limit of the CAS-DPOL when it is operated at 1 Hz. Panel (a) is also shown in Krämer et al. (2016).

Figure 8. Same as Fig. 7a and b but with Dice, mode instead of Rice.

4.3 IWC, Nice, and Dice, mode

Another way of looking at the size of the particles is by con-

sidering the Dice, mode instead of Rice. Figure 8 shows the

same IWC and Nice as Fig. 7a and b, but now with Dice, mode

as the size parameter. An advantage to looking at the sizes of

the crystals contributing the most mass is that the differences

between the cirrus types become more clear. For example, the

fact that there are more high IWC values in the case of liquid

origin cirrus than in the in situ origin cirrus becomes more

obvious given the abundance of the orange and red colors.

Also, we can see that Dice, mode values reach approximately

550 µm in the in situ origin cirrus, but extend out to approxi-

mately 750 µm for the liquid origin cirrus. This provides a vi-

sual link between the high IWCs and large crystals. Further-

more, a relationship between Nice and the range of Dice, mode

values appears in the liquid origin cirrus. As Nice increases,

the upper bound of Dice, mode also increases. For example, at

0.01 cm−3, the largest Dice, mode values are around 500 µm

while they are up to 750 µm for concentrations of 0.5 cm−3.

The relationship between size and concentration, as well as

possible explanations for the PSDs in each origin type, are

discussed in more detail in Sect. 4.4.2.
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4.4 Ice crystal properties: vertical and temperature

profiles of concentration and size

We have already shown that there is a variability of IWC as

a function of temperature and that there are differences in this

variability and the magnitude of the IWC values between ori-

gin types. Also, we have determined that there are differences

in the concentrations and sizes of the ice crystals. In the fol-

lowing sections, we examine the ice crystals in a profile for-

mat in order to better examine these differences, as well as

look for information concerning the mechanisms involved.

4.4.1 Vertical profiles

Figure 9 illustrates the vertical profiles of Nice and Dice, mode

for in situ origin cirrus and liquid origin cirrus. Median val-

ues of each variable were calculated for 500 m altitude in-

tervals along with the lower and upper quartiles (horizontal

lines). In Fig. 9a and b, it is clear that the Nice values in the

liquid origin cirrus type are larger than those in the in situ

origin cirrus type by up to nearly an order of magnitude de-

pending on the altitude. The ranges between the lower (LQ)

and upper quartiles (UQ) also reveal another difference. This

range is larger for in situ origin cirrus than for most of the

liquid origin cirrus. The median values in the liquid origin

are consistently greater than the midlatitude modal value of

0.1 cm−3, which we use here as a guideline, whereas the in

situ origin values are distributed around the modal value.

Figure 9c and d also demonstrate a clear difference be-

tween these origin types in terms of their Dice, mode. Nearly

all of the median values in the in situ origin type are less than

200 µm, while the opposite is true in the liquid origin case.

The range between the LQ and UQ is mostly narrower in the

in situ origin cirrus compared to the liquid origin cirrus. As

for trends in Dice, mode as a function of altitude, it is demon-

strated there is not a clear trend for in situ origin cirrus, but

Dice, mode is decreasing with increasing altitude in liquid ori-

gin cirrus, which is likely a result of sedimentation.

Another piece of information that becomes clear at this

point is that while there is an overlap region in regard to al-

titude, the liquid origin cirrus can be found at the lower end

of expected cirrus altitudes, while the in situ origin cirrus are

found at higher altitudes. This result is not surprising con-

sidering our hypothesized development mechanism and the

indications from the CLaMS-Ice model. It makes sense that

the liquid origin cirrus have strong ties to lower regions in

the atmosphere.

4.4.2 PSDs as a function of temperature

Further inferences about the formation and evolution of the

clouds in each origin type can be made based on how the

overall population of ice crystals is behaving as a func-

tion of temperature. Figure 10 shows a comparison between

the PSDs in 5 K temperature bins observed in liquid ori-

Figure 9. Vertical profiles of median values of Nice (a, b) and

Dice, mode (c, d) for in situ origin (a, c) and liquid origin (b, d)

cirrus. The horizontal bars represent the range from the lower quar-

tile to the upper quartile. The black, vertical line at 0.1 cm−3 in a

and b represents the modal Nice observed in midlatitude cirrus. The

red, vertical line at 200 µm in c and d was arbitrarily chosen as a ref-

erence for comparing the Dice, mode values.

gin and in situ origin cirrus. For both origin cases, the gen-

eral trend is that as the temperature increases, the num-

ber of small crystals decreases while the number of larger

ice crystals increases, which is consistent with reports from

other studies such as Boudala et al. (2002). Cirrus clouds are

typically structured with small ice crystals at the top and

large ice crystals at the bottom. The smallest crystals are

found where nucleation is occurring. Larger crystals develop

mostly through diffusional growth by water vapor and then

fall to lower cloud layers and warmer temperatures as they

grow. Of course, dynamics and processes like sedimentation

are also important for determining the structure of a cirrus

cloud, (e.g., Spichtinger and Gierens, 2009b). Nevertheless,

despite the fact that PSDs from both origins fit this simplified

description, clear differences remain.

The most obvious difference between the overall PSDs,

is that the concentrations of both small and large crystals

are greater overall in the liquid origin cirrus clouds (right
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Figure 10. Particle size distributions of in situ origin cirrus (left) and liquid origin cirrus (right) for 5 K temperature bins. The temperatures

listed in the key are the middle of the temperature bin. Dp: optical equivalent diameter for CAS-DPOL, area equivalent diameter for CIP-

Grayscale (Dp > 20 µm).

panel, Fig. 10). This is consistent with the observations that

have been discussed in regard to the previous figures. The

other clear difference is that the PSD range in the liquid ori-

gin cirrus reaches higher ice crystal diameters (Dp). Exclud-

ing the PSD at 210 K, which contains a smaller number of

data points, the upper limit of the Dp range in the liquid ori-

gin cirrus clouds goes from 400–1000 µm as the tempera-

ture increases while the in situ origin clouds reach only 300–

700 µm.

If we consider the origin of the ice crystals, the reasons

for the differences between the PSDs become more clear.

For example, though the liquid origin cirrus PSDs are struc-

tured similarly to the in situ origin PSDs, they are in fact also

consistent with what is observed in ice crystal PSDs from

glaciated mixed-phase clouds (to be demonstrated in an up-

coming analysis). As explained in Sect. 2, the ice particles in

glaciated mixed-phase clouds stem from heterogeneous drop

freezing. Thus, the higher overall concentrations of cloud

particles is indicative of the abundance of active ice nuclei

(IN) lower in the atmosphere where the crystals first formed

(see Krämer et al., 2016, for more detailed discussion). In

the observations used here, we have not found evidence that

homogeneous drop freezing also contributed to the develop-

ment of the liquid origin PSDs, which would have resulted in

even higher overall concentrations. The lack of this feature

in our data is likely due to the fact that the strong convection

necessary for producing such events is not typically found

over Europe.

However, the result of a subsequent homogeneous ice nu-

cleation event (a second nucleation event after heterogeneous

nucleation has already taken place) can be observed. The liq-

uid origin PSDs at 215 and 220 K both show an increased

concentration of small particles around 20 µm. This feature

can be traced back to a strong homogeneous ice nucleation

event that was sampled during the flight on 29 March. Fig-

ure 11 shows a time series of the PSDs observed by the

NIXE-CAPS during this flight. Additional information con-

cerning temperature and pressure as well as RH (with respect

to water and ice) from the BAHAMAS and SHARC instru-

ments, respectively, is also presented. Two passes into the

homogeneous ice nucleation event were made between 16:50

and 17:10, one at 215 K followed by another at 220 K. High

RHice up to 150 % and Nice as high as 5 cm−3 were observed

during the event, which are both a good indication of homo-

geneous ice nucleation, (e.g., Barahona and Nenes, 2009). As

evidenced by the yellows and oranges, there was an increase

in the concentration of small particles at these points, which

is consistent with the increased concentrations in the PSD in

Fig. 10.

It is also possible that subsequent homogeneous ice nucle-

ation contributed to the in situ origin cirrus, but such strong,

visible indications are not observed in the PSDs from ML-

CIRRUS. The high concentrations of the smallest crystals

seen at 210 K in the in situ origin cirrus (left panel, Fig. 10)

are attributable to aviation-induced cirrus, not homogeneous

ice nucleation. Overall, the lower concentrations of ice crys-

tals in the in situ origin cirrus relative to the liquid origin

cirrus are indicative that the number of available IN might be

lower (see Krämer et al., 2016, for more detailed discussion).

Furthermore, in cases of homogeneous ice nucleation,Nice is

unlikely to be enhanced to the same degree as was observed

during the 29 March flight.

The difference in sizes between the largest crystals ob-

served in each origin type is likely to be the result of the

more desirable growth conditions found in the mixed-phase

regime (i.e., more water vapor). Also, it is possible for the

ice crystals to continue growing after arriving in the cirrus

regime. When the air parcel is lifted already containing many

large crystals, they will continue to grow by diffusion, if the

concentration is low and the air is supersaturated, or by ag-

gregation when the concentration is high. In comparison, in

situ origin cirrus development essentially starts from the be-

ginning. Cirrus clouds with a liquid origin have a PSD to

begin with and build upon.

The classification of PSDs in this study by cirrus origin

type is something that has not been done before. In addition,
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Figure 11. Time series example from flight on 29 March demonstrating the observation of a homogeneous ice nucleation event in a liquid

origin cirrus cloud. The top panel of the figure shows the atmospheric data for the flight – time (red), pressure (green), RHice (turquoise), and

RHwater (blue). The bottom panel shows the PSD observed by the NIXE-CAPS (diameter is on the y axis, time is on the x axis). The colors

indicate the concentration of particles (dN/dlogDp in cm−3).

many older measurements are influenced by shattering arti-

facts. Furthermore, differences in instrumentation, data pro-

cessing/analysis techniques, and the conditions in which ob-

servations were made also exist between data sets, thus mak-

ing it difficult to draw a good comparison between the PSDs

presented in Fig. 10 and previous studies.

Overall, the ice crystal concentrations in the PSDs from

ML-CIRRUS are low throughout the sampled temperature

range relative to PSDs from other midlatitude observations

made by, e.g., Jackson et al. (2015), Jensen et al. (2013), and

Lawson et al. (2006). In the case of the Jensen et al. (2013)

measurements, two PSDs that are provided in the analysis

come from observations of convective outflow (typical for

that data set). In comparison to both the case of in situ and

liquid origin cirrus, the concentrations from the convective

case are higher, which is expected given that this is not a

dynamic situation that was observed during ML-CIRRUS.

The observations reported in Jackson et al. (2015) con-

cerning the SPARTICUS campaign (also found in Muhlbauer

et al., 2014) result in a similar findings, but is perhaps a more

appropriate comparison since their observations have been

classified as either “synoptic” or “convective”. The in situ

origin cirrus concentrations in our study are within the range

of the synoptic concentrations from SPARTICUS, but still

consistently below the median values for all temperatures.

The comparison between the liquid origin and convective cir-

rus shows better agreement between 219 and 233 K, but is

again lower for the warmer temperatures. These differences

could be attributed to, (i) differences in the way that the data

was categorized, or, (ii) differences in the observed dynam-

ics as noted earlier. The difference in categorization could

mean, for example, that clouds we would classify as liquid

origin (e.g., lee wave, warm conveyor belt), which have the

associated high IWC and high Nice, are being classified in

Jackson et al. (2015) as synoptic cirrus. Another consistent

and notable feature from the SPARTICUS data in compari-

son to the PSDs shown here, are the high concentrations of

large particles, which was also not seen in ML-CIRRUS.

A third comparison to a data set from Lawson et al. (2006)

demonstrates an overall better comparison in regard to ice

crystal concentrations than the previous two. In this case, the

cirrus observations only come from synoptically generated

cirrus, but could also be orographically enhanced. It should

be noted that the very high concentrations of small particles

in the Lawson et al. (2006) PSDs are suggested to be the

result of shattering, and are therefore not considered in the

comparison here. In the three temperature ranges (210–223,

224–233, and 234–243 K), the median concentration values

in the lowest temperature range in Lawson et al. (2006) agree

well with the in situ origin PSD from Fig. 10, while the mid-

dle and highest temperature range compare better to the liq-

uid origin PSD. Considering the vertical distributions of in

situ and liquid origin cirrus shown in Fig. 9 and that it is pos-

sible for “synoptic” to include liquid origin cirrus, this result

is not surprising. In general, the comparisons that we have

made demonstrate how using a formation-based classifica-

tion versus the more traditional meteorology-based ones can

result in differences expressed in the PSDs.

5 Comparisons to MidCiX

Despite having a clear picture of the properties associated

with the two cirrus origin types, there are questions con-

cerning whether they are also found in other locations and

regions, i.e., how cirrus produced by other meteorological

situations (e.g., anvil outflow cirrus) fit in to this classifi-
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Figure 12. Same as Fig. 8 but for all 13 ML-CIRRUS flights (both

in situ and liquid origin; top) and MidCiX (bottom). The blank

spaces between sizes are due to the merged bins for MidCiX.

cation scheme, and if the frequency with which they occur

is similar. In an effort to begin exploring this idea, we have

compared the results from ML-CIRRUS to the data from the

Midlatitude Cirrus eXperiment (MidCiX), which took place

in the spring of 2004 and was based out of Houston, Texas.

Figure 12 shows the relationships between IWC, Nice, and

Dice, mode in the same format as Fig. 8 for each campaign.

The top panel shows the observations from the ML-CIRRUS

campaign without any division between in situ and liquid ori-

gin cirrus. The bottom panel shows data from the MidCiX

campaign. For this campaign, the IWC values were measured

by the Closed-path Laser Hygrometer (CLH) from the Uni-

versity of Colorado (Davis et al., 2007), while the Nice and

Dice, mode values come from a different CAPS instrument, but

they also cover a similar size range as NIXE-CAPS. It is in-

teresting to compare these two campaigns because they are

representative of different dynamics. The MidCiX campaign

took place in the springtime when the large scale dynamics

in the US are shifting from the winter frontal systems to the

summer convective systems. As a result, this data set is rep-

resentative of cirrus stemming from jet streams, convection,

and closed low pressure systems.

It can be seen in Fig. 12 that there is a difference in IWC,

Nice, and Dice, mode values. The MidCiX IWC content values

are much larger overall and appear at largerDice, mode than in

ML-CIRRUS. Also, these large IWC values are observed at

both low and high Nice. From this comparison, we hypothe-

size, that conditions with more prevalent convection will lead

to more liquid origin cirrus with higher IWC values. How-

ever, the very highNice values reported by the CAPS could be

an overestimation caused by ice crystal shattering. This data

set has not been corrected by an interarrival-time-based algo-

rithm for such features. Instead, the concentrations of the par-

ticles in the overlapping ranges of the CAS and CIP probes

incorporated into the CAPS have been adjusted to each other

(see Krämer et al., 2016, for more details). However, an over-

estimation of Nice does not change the important message

conveyed by this comparison in regard to the high IWC and

large Dice, mode values, the appearance of which should be

mostly unaffected by shattering.

Unfortunately, due to the important small scale features

in these dynamic systems, the CLaMs-Ice model was unable

to accurately portray each MidCiX flight, and therefore, we

do not currently have the same information with respect to

where the appropriate divisions between in situ origin and

liquid origin cirrus cases should be. Although we cannot

demonstrate it in the current analysis, we suspect that in Mid-

CiX, and other campaigns sampling from similar dynamics,

the liquid origin cirrus clouds are more prevalent relative to

the in situ origin cirrus clouds than what is observed in the

ML-CIRRUS data set. Further analysis and additional data,

which can be found in an upcoming analysis, are necessary

to answer this critical question.

6 Distribution of in situ and liquid origin cirrus

The differences between the cirrus cloud origins that have

been described here offer new insights into how cirrus can

be classified. To demonstrate that two groups do in fact

exist within one campaign data set, Fig. 13 shows the

IWC-temperature relationship from ML-CIRRUS. Similar to

Fig. 6, the data are presented in 5 K temperature bins and

provide information on the frequency with which each vari-

able occurs within a given temperature bin. Furthermore, the

percentage by which each point is more representative of in

situ origin cirrus (greens) or liquid origin cirrus (blues) is

also shown here. The most frequent observations at low IWC

are at low temperatures and are predominantly in situ origin

cirrus while the most frequent observations at warmer tem-

peratures are predominantly liquid origin cirrus and exhibit

high IWC values. There is an overlap region in the mid-range

temperatures where in situ origin cirrus becomes less preva-

lent and liquid origin cirrus becomes increasingly dominant,

but there is still a distribution around the median fit line of

the IWC-T relationship. It can be argued that at T > 235 K

the data will show 100 % liquid origin because we have se-
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Figure 13. Probability distribution of IWC as a function of temperature for ML-CIRRUS. The size of the points represent the frequency of

occurrence of each value within a 5 K temperature bin, similar to the data shown in Fig. 6. The colors represent the percentage by which each

point is more representative of in situ origin cirrus (greens) or liquid origin cirrus (blues). The maximum, core max, median, and core min

lines (black) are from Schiller et al. (2008).

lected for it in the data processing, but this is not true for

T < 235 K.

The emergence of two distinct groups of cirrus clouds is

reminiscent of the bimodal IWC distribution from Luebke

et al. (2013) mentioned in the introduction, particularly since

one group is more representative of low IWC, while the other

is more representative high IWC. Thus, after completing this

analysis, we now hypothesize that the two modes are the re-

sult of the presence of the two origin types. However, the

heterogeneous and homogeneous ice nucleation mechanisms

are still highly influential in driving the microphysical de-

velopment of a cirrus cloud and will be discussed further in

future work.

Finally, classifying the data in this way could be more ac-

curate for representing cirrus clouds in the climate system be-

cause it includes the potential for also classifying the clouds

according to their radiative role. The distribution shown in

Fig. 13 appears very similar to what is shown in Fig. 11 in

Krämer et al. (2016). Further analysis is planned to evaluate

this as well.

7 Conclusions

The analysis presented here has expanded upon Luebke et al.

(2013) and Krämer et al. (2016) by showing that cirrus clouds

can be divided into two groups according to the origin of

their ice particles. Here, we have used airborne, in situ obser-

vations of IWC, Nice, and ice crystal size from the 2014 ML-

CIRRUS campaign to demonstrate clear differences between

the microphysical properties of each origin type. Notably, we

demonstrate that observations of high IWC and Nice values

in combination with large crystals are found in the liquid ori-

gin cirrus type. The highest frequency IWC values for in situ

origin cirrus were observed to be between 1 and 10 ppmv,

while they were 10–100 ppmv in the liquid origin cirrus. The

Nice values appear to be similar between the origin types,

but median values demonstrate that there is a difference. Us-

ing the modal Nice value for midlatitude cirrus (0.1 cm−3) as

a guideline, it was found that median values of Nice for in

situ cirrus are distributed around this value, but liquid origin

cirrus clouds are above it. Similar to IWC, ice crystal size

(both Rice and Dice, mode) proved to also show distinct dif-

ferences dependent on origin. Dice, mode in the in situ origin

clouds had median values that were mostly less than 200 µm

with the largest particles reaching sizes of 550 µm. Ice crys-

tals in the liquid origin cirrus had median Dice, mode values

that were larger than the 200 µm guideline and even larger

crystals of nearly 750 µm.

PSDs in 5 K temperature bins allowed a more in-depth

look at the details of the cloud structures based on the dif-

ferent populations of ice crystals and how they change with

temperature. Once again, it was clear that differences ex-

ist between the concentrations and sizes of the particles. In

particular, as noted throughout this analysis, the liquid ori-

gin cirrus could be characterized by higher concentrations

of particles and a size range that is noticeably broader and

containing larger crystals. From this information combined

with the existing knowledge concerning the details of cloud

development in the cirrus environment versus lower in the

atmosphere (mixed-phase regime), we could infer the mech-

anisms and conditions that contributed to create the PSD for

each origin type. This indicates that the origin of the ice crys-

tal matters and the influence of that origin can be observed.

Moreover, an example was given demonstrating how the PSD

for a liquid origin cirrus cloud can continue to be built upon

through subsequent homogeneous ice nucleation after arriv-

ing in the cirrus regime.

The concept that the two different formation-based cir-

rus types have different microphysical properties has been

demonstrated based on the observations from the midlatitude

field campaign ML-CIRRUS. However, this campaign may

not be representative of the midlatitudes as a whole. The
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cloud observations mostly took place in moderate updrafts,

typical for the region over Europe that was probed during

the campaign. A comparison between the results from ML-

CIRRUS and MidCiX provides evidence to suggest that dif-

ferent dynamics will influence the relative frequency of oc-

currence of in situ versus liquid origin cirrus. Faster updrafts

(e.g., convection) will result in higher IWCs and a larger

influence from liquid origin cirrus, as demonstrated by the

MidCiX data set. One of the uncertainties still existing within

the work that is presented here is what the ratio of in situ to

liquid origin clouds is on a local or even global scale. Thus, it

would be informative to also analyze additional data from lo-

cations such as North America and Asia, where the dynamics

are known to be more convective than what is typically ob-

served over Europe.

The existence of these two cirrus groups also leads us to

examine how we define a cirrus cloud. The major identifier of

a cirrus cloud is that it is composed solely of ice. Other mea-

surable properties may be assigned to different cloud samples

to tell us more about the position, thickness, etc. of the cloud.

However, as Lynch et al. (2002) suggest, sub-classifications

of cirrus based on their ice content would be useful. Infor-

mation concerning the origin of an ice crystal and how that

influences the microphysical properties of a cirrus cloud is

something that moves our understanding of cirrus in a direc-

tion that begins to provide a more clear representation of the

radiative role of cirrus clouds. As stated by the 2013 IPCC

report (Boucher et al., 2013), there remains a very large un-

certainty in the role of ice clouds in the atmosphere. Simply

put, it is unclear whether ice clouds have a warming or cool-

ing effect on the atmosphere. Krämer et al. (2016) suggest

that in situ origin cirrus clouds may have the tendency to-

ward a cooling effect, while the thicker liquid origin clouds

may tend toward warming. Future work is planned to address

this topic. While these clouds will be called “cirrus” in any

case, the study presented here demonstrates that a categoriza-

tion scheme based on the two origins is more appropriate for

describing the variety of cirrus clouds.
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